Welcome on behalf of First Student and Linden Community Schools

Our number one priority is to provide safe and reliable transportation. We are looking forward to serving you during the 2018-2019 school year. We focus on the following: loading and unloading procedures for your child, Michigan State law requires bus stops to be a minimum of 200 feet apart from one another. The entire bus fleet is equipped with the eight light system, crossing gate, side stop arm, two-way radios, digital cameras, and all buses are equipped with GPS tracking systems. The drivers all use a uniform system, and they check mate system and hang a system. All the drivers use a uniform system and drivers license records. After employment we update these records yearly.

Every driver will have a 52 hours classroom and behind the wheel training. Every driver is to attend scheduled safety meetings. Every driver is re-evaluated at least once a calendar year.

The policy, for the safety of your child is to have consistent pick up and drop off locations. You must maintain the same pick up and drop off location every day throughout the week. Your AM pick up may be different from your PM drop off.

DO NOT CHANGE THIS TAG FOR ANY REASON WITHOUT CONSULTING TRANSPORTATION. Please contact the Linden Transportation Department if you have questions or need additional clarification regarding this information at 2 (901) 656-6580. Your cooperation and assistance in making sure these policy and guidelines are followed will help to ensure the personal safety of your student.

Sincerely,
Laura O’Dew, Location Manager
Melissa Huff, Dispatcher
First Student Transportation
Linden Community Schools

Routes will be posted on Linden Community Web site
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